Media Start List

Lightweight Men's Double Sculls

Start Time: 16:24

FRI 31 MAY 2019

Race 57

World Best Time:
RSA THOMPSON James / SMITH John
Amsterdam (NED) 2014
World Championships 6:05.36

European Champ' Best:
FRA DELAYRE Stany / AZOU Jeremie
Poznan (POL) 2015
European Championships 6:11.38

European Champion:
NOR BRUN Kristoffer / STRANDLI Are
Glasgow (GBR) 2018
European Championships 6:20.85

---

Lane | Ctry | Code | Name | Date of Birth |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
1 | AUT | (b) | SCHOEBERL Julian | 29 AUG 1996 |
 | | (s) | TABORSKY Matthias | 01 OCT 1992 |
2 | POR | (b) | FRAGA Pedro | 27 JAN 1983 |
 | | (s) | COSTA Afonso | 20 MAR 1996 |
3 | SUI | (b) | MUELLER Julian | 10 APR 1996 |
 | | (s) | RUEEDI Fiorin | 09 DEC 1994 |
4 | SVK | (b) | REZNAK Marek | 29 DEC 1991 |
 | | (s) | ZELINKA Peter | 26 SEP 1995 |
5 | RUS | (b) | BOGDASHIN Aleksandr | 25 OCT 1994 |
 | | (s) | TUFANYUK Alexandr | 05 SEP 1991 |
6 | MKD | (b) | VLAKJESKI Marjan | 03 AUG 1991 |
 | | (s) | NIKOLOVSKI Marjan | 19 AUG 1986 |

Progression System: 1-3 to Semifinal A/B, Remaining Crews to Final C (1-3->SA/B, 4..->FC)

Legend:
b bow s stroke
R Repechage S Semifinal F Final
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